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Abstract
Male mice learn much of the signal value of female urine during adult
encounters with females. In this thesis, I examine the extent to which an adult male
mouse's learning of the signal value of female-produced chemosignals is influenced by
androgens.
In these studies, male mice were castrated prior to sexual encounters with
females ~nd then given testosterone replacement prior to being tested for their
ultrasonic vocalizations. Experiments 1 and 2 were unable to test the testosterone-
dependency of novel odor signal value learning by sexually experienced males because
subjects vocalized at low levels to both mouse urine and the novel odor. However,
experiments 1, 2, and 3 suggested that extensive social/sexual experience reduces the
- propensity of male mice to vocalize to female odors.
Experiment 4 found that in males without prior sexual experience, female
mouse urine signal value was acquired independent of circulating testosterone, while
novel odor signal value learning required the presence of testosterone. In addition,
experiments 4 and 5 demonstrated that a single exposure to freshly-voided female
mouse urine was sufficient for a previously neutral stimulus associated with the urine
to acquire ultrasound-eliciting properties.
-
In summary, these results demonstrate that the extent to which androgens are
involved in establishing the signal value of female-associated chemosignals depends
upon whether the chemosignal is naturally occurring or novel.
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Chapter 1: Introduction & Literature Review
Origins of behavior
There are two basic components of any behavior: the motor responses of the
organism, and the internal and environmental stimuli that elicit the responses. The
origin of a behavior is explained by the origin of the responses and the origin of the
stimulus signal value. Changes in behavior, induding learned behaviors, are changes
in either response patterns, the signal value of stimuli, or both. Thus each of these
components and their interaction must be examined in order 1'0 fully understand an
animal's behavior.
The response components of behavior
Throughout the day, an animal typically performs a variety of behaviors that aid
its survival and reproductive success, such as foraging, eating, and drinking, defending
a territory, finding a mate, copulating, and nurturing offspring. All of these behaviors
are very important to survival and reproductive success. It makes sense that some of
the motor responses of many behaviors are under inborn or innate control (Lorenz,
1972). Innate control probably has its basis in genetic and ontogenetic processes
which give the body its structure and functional characteristics. Genes provide the
substrate allowing the inheritance and evolution of response traits.
Response patterns are also influenced by the continuous interaction of the
animal with its environment. For example, many animals do not walk at birth, but
must practice the motions and strengthen the muscles first. Innate factors provide the
machinery for walking, but experiential factors have enormous influence on the final
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response pattern. Experience is also likely involved with 1!1l the variations the basic
walking pattern can take, such as running, jumping, turning, dodging, stalking, etc. It
is important for many animals to be able to adapt their behavior to their particular
environment.
Response patterns, therefore, can be thought of as a combination of innate and
learned/experiential factors (Schneirla, 1972). One task in behavioral analysis is to
determine how much of a response has arisen through innate forces and how much can
be attributed to experiential factors (Ferster & Culbertson, 1982). The continuous
interaction of these two forces during ontogeny probably precludes an actual
quantification of the two effects. It is probably more practical to view a response on a
hypothetical continuum. On one end of the continuum are completely innate
responses. On the other end are learned responses. Any given response can
potentially be placed somewhere on this continuum, depending on how much
experiential-based change has occurred to modify the innate and previously modified
response precursors.
,The stimulus components of behavior
Responses do not occur in a vacuum, but rather are elicited by some stimulus.
Stimuli can originate internally, such as signals from hunger that elicit feeding-related
behaviors. Stimuli can also be external, such as the sight of a food source that elicits
pursuit behaviors, and the feel of food in the mouth which elicits food-pro'Cessing
behaviors such as chewing and swallowing. Responses are meaningless without the
stimuli. For example, chewing without food in the mouth accomplishes little.
Stimulus value is determined through both innate factors and experience.
Some stimuli probably have value due solely to innate factors. These stimuli would
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include such things as internal hunger signals and pain-inducing stimuli. Other stimuli
gain value through experience, such as when a previouslY).lovel stimulus comes to be
associated with something already important. For example, when a bird eats a bad
tasting insect, it learns to avoid that coloration pattern in the future (Gould, 1982).
The bad taste has some pre-established meaning, and now the particular color pattern
has gained new meaning by its association with the bad taste.
The innate and learned components of stimulus value can also, like the
components of motor response development, be placed somewhere on a hypothetical
continuum ranging from innate to learned. An overall behavior pattern can then be
conceptualized by where each of the responses and response-eliciting stimuli fit onto
their continuum.
Classifying instances of learning
The stimulus-response continuum framework is a tool to help understand
observed behaviors and not a system of classification or theory of learning and
behavior. This conceptualization simply provides a general framework to compare and
understand different behaviors. In contrast, separating behaviors into distinct
categories such as operantly conditioned or classically conditioned creates
preconceptions of how different behaviors should be similar and different. Placing a
behavior into a preconceived category can limit a full understanding of the behavior
because doing so creates assumptions that may not apply to every behavior. There
are certainly common features between different behaviors and behaviors of different
species, but each behavior of each species must also be examined on its own, without
assumptions based on other behaviors, to fully understand each behavior.
A classic example of how a behavior can be misunderstood because of
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categorization comes from work on pigeon key-pecking behavior in an operant
chamber. Operant cham~ers were developed to investigate learning and are usuaIly
designed with a particular animal in mind. There are chambers for rats, pigeons, and
even fish. A typical pigeon operant chamber has one or two circular keys located on
one waIl at about eye-level of the pigeon. The keys can usually be illuminated or left
dim. On the same wall, near the floor, is an opening through which the pigeon can
access grain for short periods of time (such as three seconds). Access to the grain is
usually contingent upon a peck at one of the keys.
In order to get a pigeon reliably pecking at the keys, an experimenter usuaIly
"shapes" the animal's behavior. At first, access to grain might be given only when the
pigeon wanders into the vicinity of the key. Then the pigeon must get its face close to
. the key to get more food. EventuaIly, the pigeon will peck at the key, automatically
providing access to the grain. A similar process is used to train rats to press a bar for
a smaIl piece of chow.
Both pigeon key-pecking behavior and rat bar-pressing behavior have been
classified as arising through operant conditioning. Operant conditioning is also caIled
stimulus-response learning, because a response (i.e. pecking) becomes associated
with a stimulus (i.e. a key) because responses made to the stimulus lead to some sort
of reward. In operant conditioning, both the response pattern and the eliciting
stimulus value are thought to change or be learned. It was long thought that pigeon
key-pecking behavior was under the same kinds of control as other operant behaviors,
especiaIly bar-pressing by rats.
However, the phenomenon of "autoshaping" questions what is truly learned
when a pigeon is shaped to peck a key for access to grain. A pigeon can be trained to
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peck a key simply by illuminating the key right before access to the grain is provided
(Brown & Jenkins, 1968). Even though access to_the grain is in no way contingent on
pecks at the key, pigeons can reliably be shaped to peck a key this way. This
procedure even works on pigeons that are unable to be shaped through standard
operant techniques (Malone, 1990). It is difficult to argue that the pecking response
becomes associated with the key through food reward-stimulated associations since
access to food does not require the pecking response. It is possible that the pigeons
are learning through "superstitious reinforcement". This phenomenon occurs when an
animal associates a behavior with an outcome even though the outcome ,is not
contingent on the behavior. A gambler's lucky charm or lucky ritual is an excellent
example of superstitious behavior.
The superstitious interpretation of pigeon autoshaping was cleverly tested by
Williams and Williams (1969). In their work, the key was again illuminated just prior
to access to grain, but pecks at the key delayed access to the grain. In order to eat,
the pigeons had to refrain from pecking. Thus if autoshaping arises through
superstitious reinforcement, these pigeons should not autoshape because they are
never rewarded for key-pecking. Key-pecking actually withholds reward.--At first, the
pigeons ate the food as it was presented, and eventually pecked the key as expected.
However, they received no more food until they stopped pecking. Eventually the
pigeons stopped pecking and gained access to the grain tray. However, as soon as
they got more food, they resumed pecking. The pecking continued for a while, and then
ceased again. As s~j;ln as food was presented, they began pecking again. Even
though pecking delayed reward and disrupted feeding, the pigeons continued to peck at
the key after each time they received food. This suggested that autoshaping does not
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occur through superstitious reinforcement. Even though key-pecking resembled other
operant behaviors, operant conditioning could not explain the autoshaping
phenomenon. For whatever reason, pigeons seem unable to withhold pecks at a
stimulus that predicts the occurrence of food. This finding runs contrary to operant
conditioning predictions.
Autoshaping may be better characterized as arising through classical
conditioning, or stimulus-stimulus learning. In classical conditioning, some stimulus
which already reliably elicits some response, can be paired with a novel stimulus. The
novel stimulus will then eventually elicit the same response. For example, dogs
naturally salivate when they are presented with food. If the sound of a bell precedes
every presentation of food, the bell will eventually elicit salivation prior to actual food
p.resentation. Similarly, pigeons naturally peck at grain to eat it. If another stimulus
reliably predicts the occurrence of grain, such as a key that lights up right before grain
presentation, that stimulus should come to elicit pecking as well. This certainly
seems to explain the autoshaping phenomenon better than an operant explanation.
However, applying the classical conditioning interpretation of autoshaping to
the more broad class of pigeon key-pecking learning in general does not provide a
complete explanation. Many aspects of the overall pecking behavior do require
changes in behavior, probably occurring through reward-stimulated mechanisms. For
instance, the pigeon learns to spend more time near the key and the grain hopper
because that is where food is found. The presence of food, the reward, changes their
motor behavior to coincide with their preference for areas that provide food over areas
that do not provide food. In addition, pigeons that are successfully shaped by hand are
being rewarded for key pecks, and it would seem illogical to assume that the food has
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no effect on the establishment or maintenance of an association between the pecking
• behavior directed at the key and the occurrence of food, a reward-based stimulus-
response association. Therefore some of the overall behavioral change during key-
peck learning is due to food-rewarded stimulus-response learning (Le. changing
location in the operant chamber because of food reward and establishment of an
association betwee'n pecking at the key and food reward) while other components
seem to change due to stimulus-stimulus learning (Le. associating the illuminated key
with the subsequent occurrence of food). Exactly which type of learning maintains
each component of behavioral change is by no means clear-cut, but rather appears to
be a synthesis of different mechanisms.
The previous example of pigeon key-pecking learning highlights another of the
main problems with using rigid classification systems in that learning is probably
never just one type or another. Strict distinctions between operant- and classically
conditioned behaviors is an oversimplification of the learning processes. Historically,
the choice between these two explanations has probably been due to differences in
degree rather than kind. When the response changed significantly during training, the
response changes were emphasized as being most important. When previously
neutral stimuli gained behavioral control and the response did not change much, the
changes in stimulus value were emphasized as being most important. However, most
learning is a blend of both of these processes. Therefore both types of change must be
taken into account if learning and behavior are to be understood.
The dual continuum model proposed in this thesis (stimulus value and
response patterns range from being innate to being learned) makes no learning-
mechanism assumptions about a particular behavior, thus eliminating c1assification-
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based problems such as those illustrated above. The dual continuum model also
allows for mechanism adjustments to be made when examining a specific species,
since each species is unique in how it learns in its own environment. This fact was
practically ignored by the American learning theorists who developed the distinctions
between operant- and classical conditioning (Koch & Leary, 1985). In contrast,
ethological interpretations of learning concentrated too much on species-specific
learning, ignoring some of the global learning principals developed by the learning
.!_-
theorists (Koch & Leary, 1985).
Species-specific learning
A species evolves within a specific unique environment, so the behavior of the
species is going to be tuned by natural selection to meet its specific environmental
challenges. Thus it can be expected that each different species will be better at
learning those things necessary to its own survival and reproduction.
Seligman (1970) proposed the idea that animals are "prepared" to more easily
learn things that are consistent with their survival strategies. For instance, pigeons
can be taught to avoid a shock if the avoidance behavior involves stepping into a
protected area, but they cannot be easily taught to avoid shock by pecking a key.
Pecking seems so connected with eating, a positive experience, that pigeons are
simply not prepared to associated the response with a negative stimulus. Pigeons
normally attempt to flee from a negative stimulus, hence the ease of training them to
avoid shock by "fleeing" to a safe part of their cage.
Autoshaping may also be an example of preparedness. Pigeons appear very
prepared to peck things they associate with food. To my knowledge, attempts at
autoshaping other behaviors in the pigeon, such as treadle-pressing with the feet for
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food reward, have failed. Pecking is performed while eating, while foot activity
directed at food does not normally occur while eating.
Imprinting is another excellent example of species-specifi~learning, one
particularly highlighted by ethologists interested in learning. This rapid, permanent
learning, usually about the importance of a specific stimulus class, is stereotyped
within a species (practically every member does it). However, the specific
experiences of individuals that lead to imprinting often differ. Consequently, the
stimuli that are learned through imprinting are the ones that will be most relevant to
that particular individual. Conrad Lorenz is famous for his demonstration of imprinting
in goslings. Goslings normally learn to. follow their own mother around because she is
present when the goslings emerge and begin to imprint. However, by hatching the
eggs himself, the goslings imprinted on Lorenz and followed him around as if he were
their mother (Lorenz, 1972). All goslings imprint to a caretaker, but each gosling will
specifically imprint to their own caretaker.
Imprinting is a specific example of the broader class of programmed learning.
Programmed learning is used to explain the findings that some species learn certain
things in specific stereotyped ways. For example (Gould, 1982), the female digger
wasp (Ammophila pubescens) tends to several burrows containing offspring and
brings them food each day according to their developmental stage. The female
appears to learn the locations and developmental states of her offspring prior to every
food-gathering run. If the offspring are rearranged before the female goes for food, she
will give each offspring the correct amount upon returning. However, if the offspring
are rearranged after the female has left to get food, upon arrival the female will
distribute food as if the offspring had not been rearranged. Thus the offspring will get
_ 1a
inappropriate amounts of food. It is as though the wasps are programmed to learn the
status of their brood only prior to leaving to forage. Once learned, the subsequent
responses are fairly fixed.
Terms such as preparedness, imprinting, and programmed learning are really
just descriptions of species-specific learning limitations on operant and classical
conditioning. Operant and classical conditioning principles are broad in application,
applying in a general fashion to almost all organisms, whereas~prepared, imprinted,
and programmed learning are some of the forms operant and claSsical conditioning can
take within a single species. The point to be emphasized is that all animals learn
through operant and classical conditioning, but exactly what and how they learn will be
influenced by species-specific characteristics. Some of the learning is even
programmed to occur, allowing flexibility within a specific environment while still
insuring proper species-specific behavior. __
The dual continuum model is really a species-specific model, since each species
will differ in terms of the degree to which their behavior is innate or learned. Further,
the dual continuum model is behavior-specific, since different behaviors by the same
organism will different levels of innateness and learning. Imprinting would probably be
mostly innate, though exactly which stimuli become imprinted is learned. Programmed
learned behavior is probably also somewhat innate, though less so than imprinted
behaviors. Preparedness certainly refers to some degree of genetic constraint on the
learning, so most learned behaviors will at least be partly under genetic influence. The
dual continuum model makes the distinction between the two components of behavior
highlighted-by traditional learning theories, the stimuli and the responses, while
maintaining the species specificity necessary for ethological understanding. This basic
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dual continu,um framework will be applied to the learning of olfactory sexual stimuli by
male mice.
Ultrasonic vocalizations by male mice
The work presented in this thesis examines learning that occurs as a result of
reproductive behavior in the male house mouse. The behavioral responses of interest
are the ultrasonic courtship/mating vocalizations produced by male mice. The amount
of vocalizations produced by a male to certain classes of female stimuli increases
dramatically following sexual experience in a fashion that indicates learning. This
thesis focuses on the conditions, especially hormonal conditions, under which this
sexually motivated learning occurs.
Background
Ultrasonic vocalizations from male mice are highly correlated with their sexual
arousal (Nyby, 1983; Sales, 1972). During a typical sexual encounter in the
laboratory, a male vocalizes most during the initial investigations with a female.
Vocalizations continue as the pair copulate, but decrease as copulation continues.
Immediately after ejaculation, during the post-ejaculatory refractory period, the male
ceases vocalizing. As the refractory period comes to an end, the male begins
reorienting towards the female and resumes vocalizing (Nyby, 1983). Another
ejaculatory series may then begin. Mice seldom ejaculate more than twice in a mating
bout. In contrast, females typically emit few or no vocalizations during these
encounters.
Vocalizations are thought to playa significant communi<;ation role during the
initial male-female investigation. For one, vocalizations may communicate the social
status of the male. Socially dominant males emit greater levels of vocalizations than
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do socially subordinate males (Nyby, Dizinno, & Whitney, 1976). Further, females
spend more time with males that vocalize over males that do not (Pomerantz, Nunez,
& ~ean, 1983). If these laboratory observations have relevance to mice in the wild,
then the above results suggest that ultrasonic vocalizations increase the probability of
of copulatory success.
Female mice elicit the greatest amount of vocalization (Whitney, Alpern,
Dizinno, & Horowitz, 1974). This finding would be expected since females possess
many different stimulus qualities to which the male might be responding, such as
olfactory, auditory, tactile, and behavioral cues. In fact, several female-produced
olfactory stimuli are quite effective on their own. These stimuli include female facial
and vaginal secretions (Byatt & Nyby, 1986; Nyby, Wysocki, Whitney, & Dizinno,
1977), the soiled bedding of a female (Bean, Nunez, & Conner, 1981), and female
urine (Nyby, et aI., 1977; Whitney, et aI., 1974). Olfactory stimuli encountered alone,
especially urine and feces, may elicit vocalizations from males because they signal the
possible presence of a female.
What is learned in vocalization behavior?
Adult males emit greater amounts of vocalizations to the urine of female mice
after having sexual experience than they do prior to having sexual experience. Though
males may require some experience in order for other olfactory stimuli (such as facial
and vaginal secretions) to elicit high levels of vocalizations, urine has received the
greatest attention. The increase in urine-elicited vocalizations after sexual experience
is the phe}10menOn that will be exa~ed in this thesis.
Several lines of evidence suggest that the vocalization response by adult
males is mostly innate. First, 70 kHz vocalizations extremely similar to those of
13
adults are emitted by infants of both sexes during the first 14 or so days of life (Nyby,
1983). Because the response emerges so early, iris unlikely that much, if any,
learning is involved in vocalization production. In addition, infants and adult males
produce vocalizations using the same anatomical structures of the threat, including the
larynx (see Nyby & Whitney, 1978), further suggesting that learning is not involved in
adult vocalization abilities. It has been suggested that adult males may mimic infant
calls (Nyby & Whitney, 1978; Whitney, Coble, Stockton, & Tilson, 1973). Infantile
calls tend to sti,mulate retrieval and reduce maternal aggression (Sales, 1972;
Smotherman, Bell, Starzec, Elias, & Zachman, 1974). Similarly, vocalizations by
adult males may function to attract a female and then reduce any aggression she may
exhibit. In any case, mice of.both sexes vocalize early in life, and adult males exhibit a
very similar response, suggesting that the ability to produce these ultrasonic
vocalizations is innate.
In addition, adult female mice given androgens will begin to vocalize to other
females (Nyby, Whitney, & Dizinno, 1977). Thus female mice have the capacity to
vocalize even though they normally do not. Males also require androgens to vocalize,
suggesting that the ability to vocalize is innate in both sexes, but the actual
performance requires certain hormones. Possibly, the vocalization mechanism of
infants is preserved in adults but needs androgens to be activated. Thus in adulthood
only males normally vocalize.
A third piece of evidence supporting the innateness of the vocalization
response comes from observations of initial male-female interactions. Sexually naive
males typically begin vocalizing within a minute of the introduction of a female (Nyby,
1983). These vocalizations continue until the typical decline seen during the later
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stages of copulation. The vocalization response by adult males occurs very quickly
and seems well developed even without any prior sexual experience or presumably
any adult practice of the response. The latency to vocalize decreases after the flfst
encounter, but the response itself appears to change little.
These three different lines of evidence suggest that the response components
of vocalization behavior are innate. Thus what seems to be learned in vocalization
behavior is the hedonic value of the stimuli that elicit the vocalizations. In fact, some
stimuli that elicit no vocalizations from sexually naive males become very effective
after sexual experience.
Hedonic value learning of female urine
There are at least two "pheromones" in female urine, and these different
pheromones elicit somewhat different response profiles. One pheromone is present in
aged female urine. Aged urine is often collected over several hours in specially
designed metabolic cages. With its ease of collection, metabolic-cage-collected urine
was often used in the early days of mouse pheromone research, and should be
discussed first for proper historical perspective. Recently, it has been discovered that
freshly collected urine contains a different, more potent but ephemeral, pheromone
(see below), and thus warrants a separate discussion.
In addition, males will also vocalize to novel odors, such as perfume, after
males have encountered these odors in combination with females. This "artificial"
stimulus learning may help provide some clues as to the "natural" odor (i.e. female
urine) learning processes.
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Aged urine arid artificial odors
Sexually naive male mice vocalize very little, if at all, to aged female urine
(Dizinno, Whitney, & Nyby, 1978). However, after sexual experience, males vocalize
at high levels to such urine (Dizinno, Whitney, & Nyby, 1978; Nyby & Zakeski, 1979).
Thus sexual experience seems to somehow change the hedonic value of aged urine.
Once the value has changed, aged urine can elicit the vocalization response.
Aged urine appears to become arousing through a process that resembles
classical conditioning (Dizinno, Whitney, & Nyby, 1978). Some unknown property of
the female was hypothesized to be an unconditioned stimulus (UCS). Males do not
need sexual experience in order for the female (the UCS) to elicit the unconditioned
vocalization response (UCR). In contrast, the odor of aged urine (the eventual CS)
does not initially elicit vocalizations. However, after several interactions with
females, the aged urine does so. Thus during interactions with females, the urinary
odor appears to become associated with females, becoming a conditioned stimulus.
Also consistent with a classical conditioning interpretation, repeated presentations of
aged urine without occasional presentations of a female leads to a gradual decline in
male vocalizations to aged urine (Sipos, 1992; Sipos, Kerchner, & Nyby, 1992). In
contrast, vocalizations to females do not decline with repeated presentations of a
female (the UCS). Thus as the urine is presented by itself and no longer signals a
female's presence, the association weakens and the urine loses its vocalization-
eliciting properties.
Some predisposition seems to exist for adult males to learn the signal value of
\
,aged female urine. For example, males given experience with only female surrogates
(neonatally castrated males and hypophysectomized females) subsequently vocalize
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to the surrogates themselves but not to the urine of the surrogate females (Nyby,
~
Wysocki, Whitney, Dizinno, & Schneider, 1979; Nyby, Wysocki, Whitney, Dizinno,
Schneider, & Nunez, 1981). However, males that experience only the surrogate
females emit more vocalizations to the urine of intact females, with whom they have
no experience, than do sexually naive males. This finding suggests that experience
with surrogate females somehow releases some predisposition to vocalized to the
aged urine of intact females. Thus aged female urine is not simply a novel stimulus
associated with an unconditioned stimulus (intact female). It is important to note that
surrogate-experienced males do not vocalize to the aged urine of intact females as
much as males given experience with intact females. Therefore, experience with intact
females is necessary to establish maximal signal value of aged urine, though this
learning is somewhat predisposed to occur.
The origins of this predisposition may be innate or derived from experience
prior to adulthood. In the laboratory, males are separated from female cage-mates at
around 21 days of age. Thus any learned associations between females and their
urine would have to occur prior to weaning. To examine the effects of early odor
exposure, artificial odors have been employed.
In a series of experiments, mice were raised with normal mothers or mothers
odorized with rat urine (Kerchner, Vatza, & Nyby, 1986) or perfume (Nyby, Whitney,
Schmitz, & Dizinno, 1978). Then as adults, the males encountered either normal or
odorized females. Males that had adult experience with the artificial odor vocalized to
the artificial odor alone, regardless of infant experience. In contrast, males that
experienced the artificial odor only during infancy did not vocalize to the odor as adults.
Therefore, the signal value of the novel odors examined seemed to be learned through
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an associative process during adult sexual encounters. Both the signal value of aged
urine and of the artificial odor require adult experience to become fuIly established,
though males are somewhat predisposed to acquire the signal value of aged urine.
It is tempting to conclude that the predisposition to learn the signal value of
aged urine arises through innate mechanisms, since early experience does not appear
to affect the acquisition of novel odors. However, a role for early learning cannot be
ruled out from these results alone. For example, early experience could influence adult
learning through some type of odor imprinting (Bronson, 1968). Such an imprinted
odor may not elicit adult vocalizations without further experience, but imprinting may
establish the odor as being important. If true, the signal value of the imprinted odor
may be acquired more easily in adulthood. Unfortunately, in order to detect such an
effect of early experience, males given both infant and adult odor experience would
have to vocalize at different levels than males given only adult experience. It is
possib~e that infant and adult experience interact to establish the odor's signal value.
Adult experience is most important in establishing maximal signal value. Early
experience may simply predispose the adult signal value acquisition of the imprinted
odor.
To summarize, a substantial amount of work shows that males must have
adult experience with females to vocalize at maximum levels to aged female urine.
There appears to be some predisposition to learn the signal value of aged urine, but
whether this predisposition arises through innate factors or early experience is
unknown. Even with this predisposition, continued effectiveness of aged urine
requires periodic interaction with females, presumably to maintain the association
between the female and the aged urine.
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Fresh urine
Recent work has demonstrated that freshly collected urine, unlike aged urine,
contains a short-lasting pheromone that functions like a ues to elicit vocalizations. In
contrast to their lack of vocalizations to aged urine, sexually naive males vocalize to
fresh urine (Sipos, 1992; Sipos, Nyby, & Kerchner, 1992). Also, in contrast to aged
urine, fresh urine repeatedly elicits vocalizations from both sexually experienced and
naive males without periodic interaction with females (Sipos,1992; Sipos, Kerchner,
& Nyby, 1992). Furthermore, after repeated exposure to cotton swabs containing
fresh urine, a clean swab will elicit vocalizations, suggesting that the clean swab
becomes a conditioned vocalization-eliciting stimulus by virtue of its association with
the fresh urine (Sipos, 1992).
Even though fresh urine contains a ues, sexually experienced males vocalize
more to fresh urine than do sexually naive males (Sipos, 1992; Sipos, Kerchner, &
Nyby, 1992). Thus, sexual experience augments vocalization levels to fresh as well
as to aged urine. However, the processes regulating the vocalization increases to
these two types of urine may be different.
The change in stimulus quality of fresh urine with experience has received little
investigation because fresh urine has only recently been demonstrated to be
meaningfully different from aged urine. However, what is known suggests that the
signal value of fresh urine may be acquired differently from that of aged urine. Fresh
urine elicits vocalizations from sexually naive males, so fresh urine initially can not be
arousing to a naive male because of associations made in adulthood. The signal value
of fresh urine to a sexually naive male must be established either innately or through
infant experience. Also, the fact that fresh urine remains a potent vocalization-
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eliciting stimulus without continued pairing with a female argues against the signal
value of fresh urine being maintained by association with females. Thus in contrast to
aged urine, the factors maintaining the ultrasound-elicitjng qualities of fresh urine are
at least partially distinct from the female herself. It seems likely that the signal value
of fresh urine is acquired and maintained somewhat differently than the signal value of
aged urine.
Summary
Adult male mice with no sexual experience vocalize to fresh female urine but
not to aged female urine. After sexual experience, vocalizations increase towards
both fresh and aged urine. The chemosignals in both fresh and aged urine appear to
have some signal value that is either already established or predisposed to be
established prior to the first adult encounter with a female. Males can also learn to
attach sexual signal value to novel odors, but novel odor signal value seems to be
established only in adulthood after being associated with females.
Hormonal involvement in vocalization behavior and learning
As with other male-typical reproductive behaviors, the performance of
ultrasonic vocalizations is regulated by testicular hormones. Castration reduces
vocalizations and androgen therapy restores them (Bean, et aI., 1986; Dizinno &
Whitney, 1977; Nunez & Tan, 1984). Interestingly, adult females given testosterone
show vocalization levels comparable to normal adult males (Nyby, Dizinno, &
Whitney, 1977). Thus vocalization performance in mice is due to an activational effect
of testosterone, and the normal sex difference is simply a reflection of sex differences
in circulating androgen.
The perception of olfactory stimuli by male mice may be affected by castration.
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Intact and hormone-treated castrates show a marked preference for female urin'ary
odors over those of a male. In contrast, untreated castrates sniff female urine
significantly less and do not show a preference for female urine as measured by the
amount of time'spent sniffing male and female urine (Bean, Nyby, Kerchner, &
Dahinden, 1986). This decrease in sniffing female urine following castration is
probably due to a perceptual deficit (i.e. recognition of hedonic value) rather th~n a
sensory deficit, or the lack of ability to discriminate between male and female urine.
At least in rats, which also show no preference for female urine when castrated,
castration does not appear to affect the ability to discriminate between male and
female odors (Carr & Caul, 1961). The ability to detect and discriminate male and
female odors may also be operative in castrated male mice. The value or perception of
conspecific odors is what seems to change in male rats following castration.
The effects of castration on vocalization production and stimulus perception
occur gradually even though the hormones diminish rapidly. Thus testicular hormones
do not control vocalization production or certain perceptual abilities, but rather
regulate long-term maintenance. This make sense given the mechanisms by which
hormones act. Hormones do not directly regulate reproductive behavior by activating
neural and bodily processes, but rather act on target tissues affecting reproductive
maintenance and function. Peripherally, for example, testosterone and its metabolite 5
alpha-dyhydrotestosterone (DHT) help maintain certain sexual tissues like the
seminal vesicles. Centrally, testosterone and its metabolites, DHT and 17B-estradiol,
affect neuronal activity by such mechanisms as promoting neurotransmitter release,
affecting uptake, and changing the cell's sensitivity to neurosecretions (McEwen,
1981). It is not surprising given these modulatory effects that castrated males
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sometimes continue to copulate, although with some deficit, especially if sexually
experienced (Hart & Jones, 1975).. Sexually experienced male mice have been
observed to vocalize up to 30 days or more after castration (personal observation).
In summary, castration clearly affects the performance of the vocalization
response. Some effects on the perception of the urinary stimuli also are likely.
However, the root cause of both of these effects may be the effect that castration has
on sexual motivation.
Motivation, hormones, and learning
In general, motivation can be thought of as the connection between stimuli and
responses that determines the likelihood of a behavior pattern occurring. Without
motivation, the probability of responding to an eliciting stimulus is much lower. For
example, food deprivation will induce hunger, creating motivation to find food. Once
food is found, the animal will eat it. However, if the animal is not hungry, it is less
likely to eat the food it detects.
Motivation tends to be specific to a class of stimuli. For example, motivation
to eat comes from a lack of food rather than a lack of water. Further, motivation is
often differentially linked to particular stimuli within the class. For example, following
satiation to one type of food, a new food type may revive eating behavior. A point is
ultimately reached where no food elicits eating, but until this happens, several foods
may become unappealing before a complete cessation of eating occurs.
Sexual motivation is different from many other motivational states, such as
hunger or thirst, in that it is not associated with any particular physiological need or
deprivation state. On the other hand, sexual motivation has similarities with other
motivational states. As mentioned earlier, after a pair of mice copulate, the male does
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not vocalize, and the pair interacts much less. This finding suggests that sexual
motivation is low in both the male and female. After some time, motivation returns
and the pair may copulate again. It is as though the male and female were temporarily
sated. After several copulatory sequences, complete satiation sets in, such that the
pair will not copulate for an extended amount of time.
Interestingly, male sexual motivation also shows stimulus-specificity. The so-
called "Coolidge effect" coined by Frank Beach illustrates this point. President and
Mrs. Coolidge were touring a chicken farm, when Mrs. Coolidge noted that the
roosters mated several times, a point she made clear to her husband. Upon hearing
his wife's comment, Mr. Coolidge asked if each mating was with the same female or
with different females. He was told that the repeated matings occurred rapidly only
when different females were available, a point Mr. Coolidge made clear to his wife
(Baum, 1992). The Coolidge effect has been demonstrated in a number of other
species as well. .This finding suggests that a male's motivation to mate depends on
the particular female present and whether he has recently mated with that female.
Another example of the stimulus-specificity of sexual motivation is provided by
the elicitation of headbobbing from male guinea pigs by female urine. With repeated
presentations of urine from the same female, the headbobbing response gradually
declines. However, urine from a different female will reinstate high rates of
headbobbing. Further, high rates of headbobbing can be maintained over many trials
by using the urine of several females (Beauchamp & Wellington, 1984). As with
feeding, motivation to respond sexually to a particular stimulus is reduced prior to a
total reduction in motivation towards the entire stimulus class.
Testicular hormones are clearly involved with maintaining male sexual
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motivation in many species. Sexually naive castrated males seldom show sexual
behavior. On the other hand, males castrated after having sexual experience may
continue to respond to female stimuli, but there are typically deficits associated with
reduced motivation. For example, sexually-experienc.ed castrated male rats usually
take longer to begin copulating (Meisel, O'Hanlon, & Sachs, 1984) and copulatory
performance is often impaired (Baum, 1992).
Hormones are not the only influence on sexual motivation. Castrated males
that continue to copulate have some sexual motivation as evidenced by their behavior.
Even after castrated male rats stop copulating, they probably possess some sexual
motivation. In one experiment (Hansen & Drake, 1984), castrated rats were exposed
to sexually receptive females. Although many castrates did not attempt copulation,
they showed increased amounts of drinking as compared to isolated or copulating
males. The increased drinking by the castrated rats was interpreted as the "thwarting
of motivation" (Hansen & Drake, 1984). Castration's effect on male morphology and
performance aspects of sexual behavior may block the capacity for sexual performance,
thus leading to increased drinking as an attempt to satisfy sexual motivation. So
while testicular hormones may maintain sexual motivation, other factors are also
important.
The connection between the abstract concept of motivation and such concrete
factors as hormone molecules and neurons has yet to be made in detail. However,
castration does reduce the probability of sexual responsiveness, which can serve as
an operational definition of decreased sexual motivation.
The concept of motivation is important because of its role in learning. Learning
takes place most easily when the animal is motivated to make the target response.
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For this reason, rats and pigeons are often deprived of food or water before being
placed in an operant chamber where food or water rewards are given for appropriate
behavior. Opportunity to copulate can also be used to maintain operant responding in
rats (Everitt, Fray, Kostarczyk, Taylor, & Stacey, 1987), even though there is no clear
"deprivation" state. Sexual motivation is probably created upon encountering an
appropriate stimulus, such as a female or her urine.
Sexual motivation is not unique in regards to the conditions that increase
motivation. Negative stimuli, such as electric shock, placement in deep water, and
rapid rotation, do not have a deprivation state per se, but motivation to avoid the
negative stimuli is created as soon as the animal encounters or predicts the negative
effects. Once this motivation is established, animals learn very rapidly to avoid
further discomfort.
On the other hand, specific motivation is not always required for learning to
take place. Several experiments (Blodgett, 1929; Tolman & Honzik, 1930) have
shown that rats can learn the physical parameters of a maze just by_ being allowed to
roam the maze. Once food is put into a goal box, such rats will make few mistakes
finding the goal box, and make fewer mistakes than rats not given this training. Free-
roaming rats may be motivated to learn through "curiosity" or because it can be an
advantage to be familiar with one's surroundings. No external reward known to the
experimenter is provided to the free-roaming rats. When learning occurs in the
absence of an obvious external reward or motivation, it is often termed latent learning
(Malone, 1990).
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Summary
Testicular hormones can potentially influence a male mouse's learning of
odorous stimuli from females in several ways. First, hormones influence the ability to
make sexual motor responses. Such p~rformancewith females may in turn be
necessary for the learning of their odors. Second, hormones may influence the
perception or meaning of sex-related stimuli. The same stimulus may b.e perceived
differently depending on the internal hormone state. Third, hormones are involved in
sexual motivation, and sexual motivation may be required for sexual learning to take
place.
Examples of steroid hormone involvement in learning
Steroid hormones have been implicated in a number of different learning
phenomena. Both reproductive and non-reproductive learning can be influenced by
steroid hormone action. Whether similar learning processes are involved is unknown.
However, since non-reproductive learning is probably not directly linked to sexual
motivation or sexual behavior, it will be discussed more briefly. One example of
reproductive learning, song learning by male sparrows, has some parallels to the
learning examined in this thesis, and it will receive greater attention.
Non-reproductive learning
Hormones act on the body in two general ways: through organization and
activation. During perinatal development, steroid hormones, especially androgens,
permanently influence the maturation and development of neural and peripheral tissue,
resulting in morphological and behavioral sexual dimorphisms between males and
females. At puberty, steroids have reversible activational effects by affecting the way
mature cells function. Hormones can activate tissues that have been organized or not
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organized by early organizational hormone action.
Non-reproductive learning can be affected by both the organizational and
activational effects of hormones. For example, differences between the sexes in-
spatial learning tasks such as discriminative bar pressing (Cales, Segovia, Enriquez,
& Guillamon, 1988) and maze learning (van Haaren, van Hest, & Heinsbroek,1990)
can be reversed with neonatal hormone treatment but not adult hormone treatment.
These findings indicate that the early organizational effects of the hormones are most
important in the formation of the learning differences. On the other hand, adult female
rats, ovariectomized and given testosterone, acquired bar pressing behavior more
similar to normal males than normal females (van Haaren, van Hest, & Heinsbroek,
1990), suggesting a role for the activational effects of hormones on this sex difference.
Reproductive learning
Perhaps the most likely learning to be affected by steroid hormones is that
'-
which facilitates reproductive behavior, or reproductive learning. Very little work has
been done on how steroids affect reproductive learning. However, understanding how
hormones affect reproductive learning is important to understanding both reproductive
behavior and the role of steroids in general. The internal state of the animal, its
hormone levels, neural organization, and past experience, all help define an individual
animal's reproductive behavior.
One example of a known role for steroid hormones in reproductive learning is in
the maternal behavior of goats. Female goats normally do not bond to any kids except
their own. However, non-pregnant female goats given estrogen and progesterone, in
the pattern which normally occurs immediately after pregnancy, formed 10ng-teFm
bonds with "adopted" 'newborns (Le Neindre, Poindron, & Delouis, 1979).
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Presumably, high levels of these hormones at the appropriate time are a critical factor
in the formation of the long-term bond.
The change in maternal behavior that occurs immediately after birth is probably
not due to dramatic learning of motor response patterns. Maternal behaviors need to
be displayed quickly for the offspring's sake and may be passive, such as simply
letting the offspring suckle. Some adjustment in the exact patterns of maternal motor
behavior may be needed, but the basic response abilities would need to be present at
the time of the baby's birth. Further, the changes in hormone levels are short-term,
while the changes in behavior are long-term. Unless response learning proceeds
rapidly, the short-term increases could not aid the learning.
The learning involved in maternal bond formation is probably the stimulus value
of the offspring. A possible explanation of this learning is that initially the stimuli
associated with the newborn, the smells, sounds, feel, etc., are basically neutral, with
no special attraction. However, in the presence of estrogen and progesterone, the
same stimuli become very attractive and also activate the processes necessary for
maternal responses. There may be some rapid hormone-induced physiological change
affecting the mother's perception of newborn. Once this hormone-induced bond is
formed, it persists even after the hormonal milieu has returned to its normal pattern.
Song learning by sparrows also provides well documented examples of how
hormones are involved in the acquisition of a male precopulatory reproductive behavior.
Some of the procedures used to investigate mouse odor learning in this thesis were
modelled from the research on birdsong.
The hormonal control of singing has similarities to the hormonal control of
mouse ultrasonic vocalizations. Singing usually occurs only in males and affects
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female behavior towards the males (see Nottebohm, Nottebohm, Crane, & Wingfield,
1987). Castrated adult male sparrows sing much less than intact males, and singing
can be restored with androgen therapy (Marler, Peters, Ball, Dufty, & Wingfield,
1988). Singing levels vary seasonally and correlate with changes in testosterone
levels (see Marler, et al., 1988). Finally, female sparrows given testosterone in
adulthood will show "male-typical" singing behavior (Adkins-Regan, 1987; see
Marler, et al., 1988).
Young male sparrows learn their song repertoires through exposure to the
songs of adult males (Marler, 1970; and below). These songs are sometimes common
to all individuals of the species across geographic locations, while other songs show
local variation. Males begin to sing upon reaching puberty. Song motor development
occurs in three stages. The first vocalizations heard are referred to as "subsong"
which consists mainly of monotone sounds. In the second stage, "plastic song" is
heard, characterized by increased vocalization structure and some imitation of adult
song. The final stage consists of "crystallized" songs, which are fully developed and
articulated songs. It has been suggested that the stages of song motor development
reflect a type of practice whereby males learn to match their vocalizations to the
encoded song patterns previously acquired through exposure to singing males
(Konishi & Nottebohm, 1969; Marler, et al., 1988)
Sparrows begin to learn the notes and patterns (the song stimuli) of their
songs prior to when the motor development of singing begins (the song responses).
-For example, Beach (1983) discussed two relevant studies. In one, young males of an
unreported sparrow species were isolated from other birds just prior to puberty. Upon
reaching puberty the isolated males began to sing, and eventually sang crystallized
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songs. Therefore exposure to other singing males is not necessary during the motor
development of singing. Moreover, these songs were clearly learned since the males
sang their local song variations. Males were only exposed to these local variations
prior to isolation and therefore the song stimulus learning occurred prior to puberty. In
the other study (Konishi, 1965), adult female white crowned sparrows were given
testosterone and later began singing crystallized songs. The motor development of
singing by the females was similar to that of males, suggesting that the stimulus
learning would have to have taken place prior to the emergence of subsong.
Furthermore, the testosterone-treated females sang the song dialect of the area they
had grown up in as fledglings. Therefore, song stimulus learning occurred while the
females were young. These two studies suggest that both males and females learn
the notes and patterns of their songs, but only males learn to perform the motor
responses necessary for song production because of their hormonal increases
following puberty.
More direct evidence for prepubertal song learning comes from research on
swamp and song sparrows (Marler, et aL, 1988). Male swamp and song sparrows
were acoustically isolated at three to four weeks of age. Half of the males of each
species were then castrated. Recorded sparrow songs were subsequently played to
each bird daily until one year of age. Gonadally intact birds began subsong at around
240 days. Castrates began about one month later. Within 60 days, intact birds had
progressed to crystallized song, while castrates had not. Several weeks after the
intact male sparrows had begun crystallized singing, half of the castrated sparrows
were given testosterone. Within 1-3 weeks, the hormone treated birds were singing
crystallized songs. In contrast, the untreated castrates sang only subsong or ceased
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singing altogether. At two years of age, the remaining castrates of both species were
brought into crystallized song with testosterone. Analysis of song content revealed
that castrated birds had acquired their songs from the tape heard during the first year
of life and not from only innate sources. Thus testosterone was not necessary for
acquisition of the song pattern memories, but was necessary for the performance and
some of the motor learning of the crystallized song patterns.
Hormones other than testosterone could underlie the stimulus learning. Even
though hormone levels are generally much lower before puberty than after, estradiol
levels in castrated sparrows were significantly higher during the song acquisition
period than in intact birds. Thus, increased estradiol may have compensated for the
lack of testosterone. In fact, intracellular estradiol obtained by testosterone
aromatization could be the critical hormone in song learning. If true, functional
estradiol levels in intact males would not be as easily detected in serum samples.
Nonetheless, testicular testosterone is not.. necessary for a male sparrow to acquire a
memory of song patterns, but is necessary for proper song motor performance.
From the brief review presented here on sparrow song learning, several
conclusions can be made about the involvement of steroid hormones in song learning.
Song stimulus learning, or the learning of the notes and patterns of songs, occurs
independently of circulating testosterone. Song stimulus learning is likely a form of
programmed learning. As long as young males hear songs at the proper time, they
acquire some form of memory of those songs. In contrast, song response learning, or
the learning of the song motor patterns, does require circulating testosterone. This is
probably the case because performance is greatly aided by the presence of
testosterone and performance is necessary for the matching of motor output with song
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pattern memory. The matching of motor output with song pattern memory usually
takes several weeks. For example, in one study (Marler, et al., 1988), gonadally
intact swamp and song sparrows spent eight weeks in the subsong and plastic song
stages of motor development before crystallized songs appeared. On the other hand,
castrated males given testosterone progressed from subsong to crystallized song in
only about three weeks. Some of the motor performance learning may have occurred
while castrated because subsong performance could be matched to the song patterns
learned earlier.
Hormones and mouse odor learning
The studies on birdsong development influenced the methods used in this
thesis to investigate hormonal involvement in female-odor learning by male mice.
Castrated male house mice were given social/sexual experience with females, thus
exposing them to female stimuli. Afterwards, hormone levels were artificially
reinstated so that males would be able to perform vocalization responses. Males
were then tested for their courtship/mating vocalizations to female stimuli that
normally require sexual experience to acquire signal value. Males were tested for
vocalizations to fresh female urine and metabolic-cage-collected urine. In addition,
vocalizations were also examined in response to a novel odor (female rat urine) that
some subjects had encountered on females during their social/sexual experience.
Results indicated that circulating testosterone is more critical for learning the signal
value of the novel odor than the naturally occurring urinary odors. These results have
important implications for understanding the ontogeny of ultrasonic vocalizations in
house mice.
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Chapter 2: Methods and Results
Certain methods common to all experiments are presented here, wiJh specific
methods presented prior to each experiment.
General Methods
Animals
C57BL/6J x AKR/J CICKlI ) hybrid house mice, bred in our laboratory, were used.
The parent's of the CK mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratories. At about 21
days of age, the CK offspring were weaned from their parents and housed in same-sex
groups of two to four animals per cage until use. All mice were housed in plastic
cages (29 x 18 x 13 cm) containing a bedding of hard wood chips, and covered by a
wire top containing food (Purina Mouse Chow) and a water bottle, both available ad
libitum. The colony rooms were maintained at a constant temperature of 23 0 C and
kept on a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle.
"Subjects" were CK adult males individually housed after reaching sexual
maturity. The hormonal status of subject males was manipulated through castration
and subcutaneous testosterone propionate implants. Ultrasonic vocalization from
subjects was the primary dependent variable.
"Urine donors ll were adult CK females which remained in same-sex groups
throughout adulthood. These animals were used to provide urine stimuli for
ultrasound tests.
"Socialization animals" were adult CK males and females kept in same-sex
groups throughout adulthood. The socialization animals were used to provide social
and sexual experience to the subjects.
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In addition, 10 adult female albino rats of the CD strain were used as urine
donors. All rats were from Charles River Laboratory stock. Six were purchased
directly and four were bred in our laboratory. The 10 females were housed from
weaning in groups of 2-3 per plastic cage (46 x 24 x 20 cm) containing a bedding of
hard wood chips, and covered with a wire top containing food (Purina Rodent Chow)
and tap water, both available ad libitum. The rat colony room was maintained at a
constant temperature of 23° C and kept on a 14:10 hour Iight:dark cycle.
Apparatus
Ultrasonic vocalizations were measured using .a bat detector (Ultra Sound
Advice: model S-25) tuned to a center frequency of 70 kHz. The microphone was
centered about 25 cm above the subject's home cage which served as the test
chamber.
Some urine was collected in metabolic cages (Maryland Plastics: Model EllO).
All stimuli used in vocalization tests were presented on cotton-tipped wooden swabs.
Medical grade Silastic tubing (Dow Corning) was used to make the Silastic
capsules (Ld.= 1.58mm.; o.d.= 3.18mm; length = 10mm). Silastic capsules contained
either testosterone propionate (4-androsten-17B-ol-3-one propionate; Steraloids, Inc.)
(TSIL) or were empty (BSIL). Capsules were soaked in saline solution (pH 7.3) for
24 hours prior to implantation.
Procedure
Socialization
In each of the experiments, subjects received social experience. This
experience consisted of exposing subjects to a socialization animal of each sex on
eight consecutive days. Socialization males were placed in each subject's home cage
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for three minutes. Socialization females were placed in each subject's cage for five
minutes to increase the likelihood that subjects would have intromission experience.
The order of presentation of each sex was reversed each day. The estrous cycles of
female socialization animals were not monitored.
Male socialization animals were gonadally intact but had their olfactory bulbs
removed (OBX). OBX males elicit aggression from other males as reliably as normal
males, but they neither initiate aggression nor retaliate during aggressive encounters
(Denenberg, Gaulin-Kremer, Gandelman, & Zarrow, 1973). Exposure to OBX males
allows subjects to become socially dominant, increasing the likelihood that subjects
will vocalize at high levels (Nyby, Dizinno, & Whitney, 1976). This procedure has
been described in detail elsewhere (Nyby & Whitney, 1978; Nyby, et al., 1977).
Socialization females were also gonadally intact. At certain times half of the
females were painted with a novel odor (metabolic-cage-collected female rat urine)
while the other half were painted with a control stimulus (distilled water). Only one of
the two odor stimuli was applied to a given female during an experiment. Rat urine or
water was liberally applied to the entire body of the female mice using a paint brush.
Particular attention was given to the vaginal, flank, and neck regions. Females were
then allowed to air dry in their home cage for 15-20 minutes before use.
Urine collection
Three types of urine were used.
Metabolic-cage-collected urine was collected from both female mice
(METABOLIC) and female rats (RAT). For mice, four to six urine donors were
housed in a metabolic cage for approximately 12 to 14 hours. For rats, two females
were housed in separate metabolic cages, also for 12 to 14 hours. After the collection
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period, urine to be used for ultrasound tests was placed into Icc plastic syringes for no
more than one hour prior to the start of a testing session. RAT used to paint the
female socialization mice was used immediately after collection.
Freshly-voided urine (FRESH) from female mice was collected by grasping the
.
female stimulus donor by the nape of the neck and positioning her over a glass
collection dish. If this procedure failed to elicit urination, the bladder was gently
palpated to induce urination. FRESH from 20-50 females was collected approximately
one hour prior to the start of a testing session and stored identically to the metabolic-
cage-collected urines.
Ultrasonic vocalization measurement
70 kHz ultrasonic vocalizations provided the primary dependent measure. A
subject was taken into the testing room, and his cage centered under the microphone.
. A I-min. habituation period followed to ensure that the male was not vocalizing to
random aspects of the testing environment. If any vocalizations occurred, the male
was returned to the colony room for approxi~ately 10 to 15 min. before retesting.
During the habituation period, a stimulus was prepared by injecting 0.1 ml of
the appropriate fluid (urine or water) onto the cotton-tipped end of a wooden swab.
The part of the swab touched by the experimenter was then broken off with hemostatic
forceps.
The 3-min. test began by dropping the urine stimulus into the subject's home
cage. The testing period was divided into 36 5-sec. time sampling intervals. A
vocalization score for each subject was computed by totalling the number of 5-sec.
intervals containing a vocalization. Vocalization scores could range between 0 (low)
and 36 (high).
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Testing took place within four hours after the start of the light portion of the
light:dark cycle. Each trial was separated by 48 hours. Both the experimenter
recording vocalizations and the experimenter handling subjects and urine were "blind"
to the treatment condition of each subject. The recorder was also "blind" to stimulus
type.
Surgery
Three different surgical procedures were performed.
During castration, subjects were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (.065
gig body wt.) given IP, supplemented with methoxyflurane inhalant (Metophane). The
testes were ligated through a single transcrotal incision and then removed. While
under the anesthesia used for castration, the first Silastic capsule was implanted. The
capsule was inserted through a I-cm incision in the nape of the neck.
After socialization was completed, the original Silastic capsule was removed
from all subjects and the second Silastic capsule containing testosterone was
implanted. Only Metophane anesthetic was used for this procedure.
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Experiment 1
This experiment attempted to examine whether circulating testosterone is
necessary for male mice to learn the signal value of a novel odor (rat urine) when the
novel odor is consistently paired with female mice. All subjects were initially given
social/sexual experience with unpainted socialization males and females. Thus all
subjects had acquired the signal value of natural mouse urine prior to castration,
eliminating the use of mouse urine to test the occurrence of learning while castrated.
After castration, subjects repeatedly encountered female mice odorized with the urine
of female rats (providing a novel odor) and normal OBX males. Thus, post-castration
vocalizations to female rat urine reflected rat urine signal value learning, while
vocalizations to mouse urine reflected maintenance of previously learned mouse urine
stimulus value.
Method
Animals
Subjects were 48 male house mice, individually housed at 74±13 days of age.
Stimulus donors and socialization animals were as described in the general methods.
Apparatus
Apparati were as described in the general methods.
Procedure
All subjects were individually housed 7 days before the initial socialization
regimen began. Socialization included 8 days of exposure to male and female
(unpainted) mice as described earlier.
Twenty-four hours following completion of the social experience regimen,
subjects were screened for vocalizations to FRESH. The 11 subjects that did not
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vocalize for at least 12 of the 36 time-sampling-intervals did not continue in the
experiment, leaving a total of 37 subjects.
The 37 remaining subjects were then randomly assigned to one of four groups
in a 2 (hormone manipulation) x 2 (female scent manipulation) factorial design.
Groups were defined by their first Silastic hormone implant (TSIL or BSIL) and by the
novel odor encountered during the second socialization procedure (rat urine [RAT] or
water [WATER]). The four groups were: 1) TSIL-RAT (n=9), 2) BSIL-RAT (n=lO),
3) TSIL-WATER (n=9), and BSIL-WATER (n=9).
Subjects were castrated and given their first Silastic hormone implant 24 hours
after vocalization screening. A recovery period of 10 days followed.
Subjects were then given their second 8-day socialization with males and
females. In contrast to their first socialization regimen, females were painted with
either RAT or WATER. Other procedures were identical to the first socialization.
Six hours following the end of this second socialization, the first set of Silastic
hormone implants were removed, and all subjects were given a new Silastic hormone
\
implant containing testosterone propionate. Vocalization testing began 5 days later.
Subjects were tested for vocalizations to three stimuli, separated by 48 hours:
1) FRESH, 2) METABOLIC, and 3) RAT. Subjects were randomly assigned to one
of the six possible stimulus presentation orders such that on each testing day an equal
proportion of subjects from each group was tested with each of the three stimuli.
Statistical analysis
The FRESH pre-test was analyzed with a one-way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA). Post-castration vocalization scores were analyzed with a 4 between
(hormone manipulation) x 3 within (stimuli) mixed ANOVA. Comparisons between
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post-castration and pre-test vocalizations to FRESH were performed using a 4
between (group) x 2 within (stimuli) ANOVA. Thus the error term was specific to
the data being compared, and not pooled from all four vocalization tests.
Results and Discussion
Vocalization levels to FRESH prior to castration (FRESH pre-test) are shown
in Figure 1. There was no overall significant difference among the four groups, F(3,33)
= 1.203, P = n.s., nor did pairwise comparisons reveal any significant differences
between the four groups. The TSIL-RAT group vocalized slightly more than the TSIL-
WATER group, but this difference only approached significance, F(1,33) =3.228, .10 >
P > .05. Thus all groups demonstrated similar vocalization abilities after the initial
sexual experience prior to castration.
After castration, subjects received eight additional days of social/sexual
experience, where the novel RAT was encountered by appropriate subjects. After
hormone replacement, subjects were tested for vocalization levels to FRESH,
METABOLIC, and RAT. These results are seen in Figure 1 alongside FRESH pre-
test vocalization levels. There were overall differences among the groups, F(3,32) =
5.866, P < .005. There were also overall difference in vocalization levels to the three
different stimuli, F(2,64) =11.696, P < .0001. There was no significant interaction
between the four groups and their vocalizations to the three stimuli, F(6,64) =.800, P
=n.s.
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Figure 1. Amount of vocalizations (mean ± SEM) emitted by each group prior to
castration (FRESH pre-test) and after hormone manipulations in response to freshly
collected female mouse urine (FRESH), metabolic-cage-collected female mouse urine
(METABOLIC), and metabolic-cage-collected female rat urine (RAT).
Vocalization levels were generally low for all groups except the TSIL-RAT
group. It would appear that RAT acquired signal value by the TSIL-RAT group,
suggesting that male mice can learn the sexual signal value of a new odor after
already acquiring the signal value of other stimuli. In contrast, BSIL-RAT males did
not vocalize to RAT. However, it is difficult to evaluate learning by the BSIL-RAT
group since the BSIL-RAT group and two of the control groups, TSIL-WATER and
BSIL-WATER, made so few vocalizations to FRESH and METABOLIC. All four
groups vocalized at equivalently high levels prior to castration. In fact, vocalizations
by all four groups to FRESH after hormone replacement were significantly lower than
during the FRESH pre-test, F(1,32) =49.49, P < .0005. This outcome was not
expected. TSIL-WATER males should have vocalized similarly to TSIL-RAT males
after hormone replacement because both groups had TSIL implants throughout all
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procedures. The unexpectedly low vocalization levels to mouse urine makes it difficult
to interpret the vocalization patterns by the BSIL-RAT group.
Several explanations could be given for the decline in responses to .fRESH,
and for the low vocalization levels in general. For example, perhaps the TSIL
implants given prior to vocalization testing were ineffective. On the other.hand, the
response decline may have been a random effect that might disappear during
replication. Another possibility is that a robust ultrasound-reducing effect occurred
due to some aspect of methodology. In order to better evaluate these possibilities,
this experiment was repeated with slight modifications.
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Experiment 2
The results of the first experiment were difficult to interpret due to the low
levels of vocalizations during the critical tests. This experiment repeated experiment
1, with modifications described in the methods.
Method
Animals
Subjects were 33 male house mice, individually housed at 76±17 days of age.
Stimulus donors and socialization animals were as described in the general methods.
Apparatus
Apparati were as described in the general methods.
Procedure
All subjects were individually housed 7 days before the initial socialization
regimen began. The first 8-day socialization included exposure to male and female
(unpainted) mice as described earlier.
Twenty-four hours following completion of the social experience regimen,
subjects were screened for vocalizations to METABOLIC. The 4 subjects that did not
vocalize at all did not continue in the experiment. In addition, one of the remaining
subjects died, leaving a total of 28 subjects.
The 28 subjects were randomly assigned to one of three groups in a 2
(hormone manipulation) x 2 (female scent manipulation) partial factorial design. A
BSIL-WATER group was not included since their response patterns would provide no
unique information. Groups were defined by their first Silastic hormone implant (TSIL
or BSIL) and by the novel odor encountered during the second socialization procedure
(rat urine [RAT] or water [WATER]). The three groups were: 1) TSIL-RAT (n=lO),
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2) BSIL-RAT (n=9), and 3) TSIL-WATER (n=9).
Subjects were castrated and given their first Silastic honnone implant (BSIL or
TSIL) immediately after vocalization screening. A recovery period of 10 days
followed.
Subjects were then given their second 8-day socialization with males and
females. In contrast to their first socialization regimen, females were painted with
either RAT or WATER. Other procedures were identical to the first socialization.
Forty-eight hours following the end of this second socialization, the first set of
Silastic implants were removed, and all subjects given a second Silastic hormone
implant containing testosterone propionate. Vocalization testing began 7 days later.
Subjects were first tested for vocalizations to two stimuli, separated by 48
hours: 1) METABOLIC and 2) RAT. Half of each group got METABOLIC on the first
trial, the other half got RAT.
The results of this first test series prompted additional unplanned vocalization
tests. First, all subjects were tested for vocalizations to live females 72 hours after
the last urine test. This test would indicate if the subjects still had the ability to
vocalize. A second set of vocalization tests to urinary stimuli began 24 hrs. later.
Stimuli included: 1) FRESH and 2) METABOLIC. Half of each group got FRESH
first, the other half METABOLIC. These two tests were separated by 48 hrs. These
tests were performed to see if the additional experience with a female would reinstate
vocalizations.
Statistical analysis
The METABOLIC pre-test was analyzed with a one-way ANOVA. Post-
castration vocalization scores were analyzed with a 4 between (hormone
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manipulation) x 3 within (stimuli) mixed ANOVA. Comparisons between post-
castration and pre-test vocalizations to METABOLIC were performed using a 3
between (group) x 2 within (stimuli) mixed ANOVA. Thus the error term was
specific to the data being compared, and not pooled from all vocalization tests.
Responses to each unplanned test stimulus were examined with separate one-way
ANOVA's utilizing unpooled error terms.
Results and Discussion
Pre-castration vocalization levels to METABOLIC (METABOLIC pre-test)
are shown in Figure 2. There was no overall di fference in vocalization scores among
the three groups, F(2,25) =.573, P =n.s. Thus all groups demonstrated similar
vocalization abilities.
After castration, further sexual experience, and hormone replacement subjects
were tested for vocalizations to METABOLIC and RAT (Fig. 2). Overall, there were
no differences among the groups, F(2,25) =1.559, P =n.s. METABOLIC appeared to
elicit slightly more vocalizations from males, as shown by a significant stimulus effect,
F(1,25) =4.706, P < .05. There was no significant group x stimulus interaction,
F(2,25) =1.374, P =n.s. In contrast to experiment 1, TSIL-RAT males did not
vocalize to RAT, suggesting RAT had acquired no signal value by TSIL-RAT males.
- ---
However, similar to experiment 1, these results are difficult to interpret because the
control groups (TSIL-RAT and TSIL-WATER) vocalized very little to the control
stimulus (METABOLIC). Vocalizations to METABOLIC by all groups after hormone
replacement were significantly lower than prior to castration, F(1,25) =112.35, P <
.0005. Perhaps TSIL-RAT males had learned the signal value of RAT but were not
vocalizing to RAT for the same reasons that vocalizations were low to METABOLIC.
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Figure 2. Amount of vocalizations (mean ± SEM) emitted by each group prior to
castration (METABOLIC pre-test) and after hormone manipulations in response to
metabolic-cage-collected female mouse urine (METABOLIC) and metabolic-cage-
collected female rat urine (RAT).
To test the effectiveness of TSIL implants, all subjects were tested for
vocalizations to a live female (Fig. 3). All groups vocalized at similarly high levels,
with no differences among the groups, F(2,25) =.834, p =n.s. Thus TSIL
ineffectiveness does not explain the decline in responses to METABOLIC between
the pre-castration and post-hormone replacement tests.
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Figure 3. Amount of vocalizations (mean ± SEM) emitted by each group after the
primary testing was complete. All subjects were tested with live females on the same
day.
Subsequent to the test with a live female, subjects were tested for
vocalizations to METABOLIC and FRESH (Fig. 4). There was a significant
difference among the three groups, F(2,25) =3.473, P < .05. There were no
differences between the two stimuli, F(1,25) =.013, P =n.s., nor was there any group
x stimulus interaction, F(2,25) =.383, P =n.s.
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Figure 4. Amount of vocalizations (mean ± SEM) emitted by each group to
metabolic-cage-collected female mouse urine (METABOLIC) and freshly-collected
female mouse urine (FRESH) after being tested with a live female. The order of
presentation of METABOLIC and FRESH were counterbalanced over the two trials.·
Vocalization levels during this second post-hormone replacement test with
METABOLIC seemed to increase somewhat over the first post-hormone replacement
vocalization test. TSIL-RAT males increased somewhat, TSIL-WATER males
remained at about the same level, while BSIL-RAT males vocalized substantially
more. Overall, the three groups made more vocalizations to METABOLIC on this
second post-hormone replacement test than on the first post-hormone replacement
test, F(1,25) =10.65, P < .005. However, vocalizations were still lower than during
the precastration test, F(1,25) =57.22, P < .0005. Responses to FRESH urine did not
provide any additional information.
The overall increase on the second post-hormone replacement test with
METABOLIC was mainly due to the relatively higher vocalization levels by the BSIL-
RAT group. A post-hoc Duncan's new multple range test indicated that the BSIL-
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RAT group made more vocalizations than either the TSIL-RAT or TSIL-WATER
groups (p < .05). The TSIL-RAT and TSIL-WATER groups did not differ. The main
difference between the BSIL-RAT groups and the other two is the lack of testosterone
during the second socialization regimen. Perhaps the BSIL-RAT males, lacking
testosterone, were not affected by whatever led to the vocalization decline in the TSIL-
RAT and TSIL-WATER groups.
A possible scenario is that the additional exposure to females after castration
actually reduced vocalizations in the TSIL-RAT and TSIL-WATER males. Prior to
castration, males had received a total of eight 5-min. exposures to females. After
castration, an additional eight exposures occurred. This extended social experience
may have led to the general response decline, affecting either the signal value of urine
or the disposition of the males to vocalize to the urine. For example, since urine can
provide a signal to males that a female may be nearby, perhaps males with more
sexual experience vocalize less to urine because they quickly detect the absence of a
female. The hypothesis that extended sexual experience leads to a decline in
vocalizations to urine was tested directly in experiment 3.
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Experiment 3
In both experiments 1 and 2, subjects from all groups vocalized at high levels
to female mouse urine during the pre-castration test following the first socialization
regimen. However, following the second 8-day socialization period (making a total of
16 5-min. exposures to females), males from all groups vocalized substantially less,
even the TSIL groups that had circulating testosterone throughout treatment. One
possible explanation is that the additional 8 days of socialization following the pre-
castration test reduced the propensity of males to vocalize to urine. The general
.
hypothesis that greater amounts of sexual experience reduce vocalization levels to
urine was tested in this experiment by varying the amount of sexual experience
received by subjects.
Method
Allimals
Subjects were 30 male house mice, 69±9 days of age when individually housed.
Socialization animals and stimulus donors were as described in the general methods.
Female socialization animals were not painted with any artificial odor.
Apparatus
Apparati were as described in the general methods.
Procedure
The 30 subjects were randomly assigned to two groups, defined by the number
of exposures to males and females during their social experience regimen. Six days
after being individually housed, subjects began one of the two 24-day regimens. The
"extended socialization" group (n=15) received experience \\',ith males and females on
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all 24 days. The "normal socialization" group (n=15) were physically handled by the
experimenter the same way during the first 16 days, except that no socialization
animals were used. On day 17, the normal socialization group began encountering
males and females for a total of 8 days. Thus both groups completed their
socialization regimens on the same day. Seven days following the last socialization
day, vocalization testing began..
Males were tested for vocalizations to both FRESH and METABOLIC, as
well as to live females. These three stimuli were counterbalanced for each group
across the three testing days. The three testing days occurred 48 hours apart.
Statistical analysis
Vocalizations were analyzed with a 2 between (group) x 3 within (stimuli)
mixed ANOVA. For comparisons between the two groups at specific levels of the
stimulus types, the error term was specific to the data being compared, and not pooled
from all vocalization tests.
Results and Discussion
Vocalization levels for the two groups can be seen in Fig. 5. Overall, the
"normal socialization" group vocalized more than the "extended socialization" group,
F(1,28) = 14.282, P < .005. The three stimuli elicited different amounts of
vocalizations from the two groups, F(2,56) = 36.180, P < .0001. The group x stimulus
interaction was also significant, F(2,56) = 4.661, P < .05, showing that the "extended
socialization" group vocalized less to the two urines relative to live females than did
the "normal socialization" group. A comparison of vocalizations to live females by the
two groups found that the "extended socialization" group made fewer responses to
live females than did the "normal socialization" group [F(1,28) = 5.47, P < .05].
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However, the meaning of this difference is not clear since vocalizations to females by
both groups are at high levels, and the difference itself is small. More importantly, the
significant group x stimulus interaction suggests that extended amounts of
socialization reduces male vocalization levels to female urine.
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Figure 5. Amount of vocalizations (mean ± SEM) emitted by each group after
completing their social experience regimen. Subjects were tested with live females,
metabolic-cage-collected female mouse urine (METABOLIC), and freshly-collected
female mouse urine (FRESH) counterbalanced over three test trials.
These results explain the trends observed in experiments 1 and 2. Although
the procedures and observed vocalization levels varied in each of the first three
experiments, a similar effect was observed in each experiment. For some unknown
reason, extensive amounts of social experience lead to a decline in vocalizations made
to urine. Sexual experience usually increases the frequency of vocalizations to urine.
Perhaps males with extensive sexual experience are less inclined to vocalize to urine
because they detect no female. Males with more limited sexual experience may not
make the distinction between urine and a female as well. The presence of urine is
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certainly a signal that a female was near, but the presence of urine alone does not
necessarily mean a female is still near.
Regardless of why extensive sexual experience leads to lower vocalizations to
urine, these findings obscured the possibility of answering the hypothesized questions
addressed by experiments 1 and 2: Is circulating testosterone necessary for learning
the signal value of a new female odor after a male has already learned the signal value
of different female odors? In order"to further investigate this question, a better
understanding is needed of how sexual experience affects vocalizations to female
odors in general. So while the original questions remain unanswered, experiments 1,
2, and 3 provide new knowledge about the effects of extensive socialization on male
mice.
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Experiment 4
A male's behavioral responses to female urine change as the male gains sexual
experience probably as a result of the male learning the signal value of female odors.
Sexually naive males vocalize within seconds of encountering a female and vocalize to
aged urine at peak levels following only two or three 3-min. exposures to females
(Nyby & Whitney, 1980). Thus the first few exposures to a female can be thought of
as the period when odor learning normally takes place.
In contrast to experiments 1 and 2, males in this experiment were castrated
when sexually naive. This allowed responses to mouse urine to be used as indicators
of learning, since high levels of vocalizations to both FRESH and METABOLIC urine
would reflect learning while castrated. Also, males were castrated during the most
critical time for odor learning (the first few encounters with a female).
In addition, some males were exposed to females painted with RAT, to see
whether learning the signal value of this novel odor would parallel the signal value
acquisition process of naturally occurring female odors.
Method
Animals
Subjects were 80 sexually naive adult male house mice, individually housed at
99±9 days of age. Stimulus donors and socialization animals were as described in the
general methods.
Apparatus
Apparati were as described in the general methods.
Procedure
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four groups in an incomplete
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factorial design. Groups were defined by their first Silastic implant (TSIL or BSIL)
and by the novel odor encountered during the socialization procedure (RAT or
WATER). A BSIL-WATER group was not utilized because they would provide no
unique information. In addition, a TSIL control group (TSIL-NAIVE) was included
that received no experience with females since sexually naive males sometimes
vocalize to urine. Thus TSIL-NAIVE males provided "naive" baseline vocalization
levels. Three subjects died after surgery, and two lost their Silastic implants, leaving
a total of 75 subjects that provided data. The four groups were: 1) TSIL-RAT (n=19),
2) BSIL-RAT (n=18), 3) TSIL-WATER (n=18), and 4) TSIL-NAIVE (n=20).
All subjects were individually housed 5 days before surgery. Subjects were
castrated and given their first Silastic hormone implant (either TSIL or BSIL). A
recovery period of 22 days followed.
After recovery, all subjects except TSIL-NAIVE males received an 8-day
socialization. The female socialization animals were painted with either RAT or
WATER. Both male and female socialization animals were encountered for 3 min.
each day.
Twenty-four hours following the end of socialization, the implanted Silastic
capsule of each subject was removed and replaced with a second Silastic capsule
containing TP. A 13-day recovery period followed prior to the start of vocalization
tests.
Subjects were tested for vocalizations to three stimuli: 1) METABOLIC, 2)
FRESH, and 3) RAT. Half of each group was tested on a given test day, since testing
all subjects on the same day could make the time of day an important factor. Subjects
were randomly assigned to one of the 6 possible stimulus presentation orders, with no
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order used by more than four subjects within the same group.
Two days following the completion of vocalization testing, the Silastic capsules
containing TP in the BSIL-RAT group were removed. Seven days later all subjects
were euthanized. Seminal vesicles were removed from all subjects and weighed wet
to the nearest hundredth of a gram. Seminal vesicles of the BSIL-RAT group were
individually examined and their weights compared as a group to the seminal vesicle
weights of the TSIL-RAT, TSIL-WATER, and TSIL-NAIVE groups to verify that
BSIL-RAT males were without testosterone during the socialization regimen.
Statistical analysis
Vocalization data were analyzed with a 4 between (group) x 3 within (stimuli)
mixed ANOVA. For comparisons between groups at specific levels of the stimulus
types, the error term was specific to the data being compared, and not pooled from all
vocalization tests. Seminal vesicle weights were analyzed with a one-way ANOVA.
Results and Discussion
Seminal vesicle weights relative to total body weight can be seen in Figure 6.
Relative weights were used since a Tukey post-hoc analysis found that the BSIL-RAT
group had a lower total body weight compared to the other three groups (p < .05)
which did not differ from each other. Overall, there were differences among the four
groups, F(3,67) =51.667, P < .0001. A planned comparison found that the BSIL-RAT
group had significantly smaller seminal vesicles than the other three groups combined,
F(1,67) =154.29, P < .0001. These three groups were not different from each other.
In four subjects, only one seminal vesicle could be measured. These single vesicles
were similar in appearance to those from other subjects in the same group, thus no
subjects were removed from the study. However, the single seminal vesicles were
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not included in the mean group weights. Each individual in the BSIL-RAT group had
characteristically small seminal vesicles. Given these data, it can be concluded that
the BSIL-RAT males were properly castrated. Any learning that occurred in the BSIL-
RAT males during socialization took place independent of testicular hormones .
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Figure 6. Relative seminal vesicles weights expressed as a percentage of total
body weight (mean ± SEM) for each group. The BSIL-RAT males had their
replacement TSIL implants removed to allow seminal vesicles to decrease in size
if they were properly castrated.
Vocalizations can be seen in Fig. 7. Vocalization levels were different among
the four groups, F(3,71) =23.265, P < .0001, reflecting the generally lower levels of
vocalizations to all three stimuli by the TSTL=NAlVEgrolip. A selected contrast
comparing the TSIL-NAIVE group to the other three groups [F(1,71) =68.994, P <
.0001] reinforced this conclusion. The difference between the TSIL-NAIVE group and
the other three groups accounted for nearly all of the variance of the overall group
effect. This confirms that eight daily 3-min encounters with conspecific males and
females augments vocalization levels in males. This effect of sexual experience
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appears to occur independent of circulating testosterone, as the BSIL-RAT group
vocalized at greater levels than did the TSIL-NAIVE group.
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Figure 7. Amount of vocalizations (mean ± SEM) emitted by each group to
freshly-collected female mouse urine (FRESH), metabolic-cage-collected female
mouse urine (METABOLIC), and metabolic-cage-collected female rat urine (RAT).
Vocalizations were different to the three stimuli, F(2,142) =35.110, P < .0001.
Fewer vocalizations were made to RAT than to FRESH or METABOLIC, F(1,142) =
70.126, P < .0001. Vocalization levels to FRESH and METABOLIC did not differ,
F(1,142) = .094, P = n.s. Thus FRESH and METABOLIC are both more effective
vocalization-elicitors than the artificial odor provided by RAT.
A significant group x stimulus interaction, F(6,142) = 3.725, P < .005, reflected
the fact that males from the TSIL-RAT, BSIL-RAT, and TSIL-WATER groups
vocalized at high levels to FRESH and METABOLIC and at somewhat lower levels
to RAT, while the TSIL-NAIVE animals responded at uniformly low levels to all three
stimuli.
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Of particular interest was how the males that had no circulating testosterone
during adult encounters with females (BSIL-RAT) would vocalize to the three stimuli
in comparison to males that had circulating testosterone (TSIL-RAT and TSIL-
WATER). As is clearly seen, the BSIL-RAT males vocalized at similar levels to
FRESH as did the TSIL-RAT and TSIL-WATER males, F(1,7l) =.999, P =n.s., and
at greater levels than the TSIL-NAIVE males, F(l,71) = 39.806, P < .OOOL
Vocalizations to FRESH by the TSIL-RAT and TSIL-WATER groups did not differ,
F(l,71) =.765, P =n.s. Thus establishment of sexual signal value of freshly-collected
female urine through sexual experience occurred in males with or without circulating
testosterone.
Very similar vocalization patterns were seen in response to METABOLIC
urine. The TSIL-RAT and TSIL-WATER groups did not differ, F(l,71) = .073, P = n.s.
These two groups combined did not differ from the BSIL-RAT group, F(1,7l) =.289, P
=n.s. The BSIL-RAT group did make significantly more vocalizations than the TSIL-
NAIVE group, F(1,7l) =53.848, P < .0001. Thus like FRESH, METABOLIC
appeared to have gained signal value by the BSIL-RAT males.
BSIL-RAT males vocalized at levels similar to TSIL-RAT males, suggesting
that circulating testosterone is not necessary for the acquisition of sexual signal value
of an artificial odor encountered in adulthood. However, TSIL-WATER males made
almost as many vocalization to RAT as did the TSIL-RAT males, F(l,71) =3.442, .10
>P > .05. This result was un~xpected. How could these males have learned the
sexual signal value of RAT when they had never encountered it before? Perhaps the
TSIL-RAT and BSIL-RAT groups were vocalizing to RAT for the same reason,
discounting the hypothesis that signal value learning of RAT occurred through
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associations made between RAT and female mice.
One possible explanation is that males were not vocalizing to RAT at all, but
rather to the cotton swab on which RAT urine was placed for vocalization tests.
Exposure to FRESH urine on a 'previous trial may have caused the cotton swab to
gain signal value to the male. Earlier work (Sipos, et aI., 1992) found that males
repeatedly exposed to FRESH on a cotton swab later vocalized when presented with
a clean swab. Perhaps in this experiment one exposure to FRESH on a cotton swab
may have been sufficient for the cotton swab to gain signal value and elicit
vocalizations.
The hypothesis that responses to RAT were due to carry-over effects from
repeated trials with different stimuli was tested by examining the vocalizations by the
different groups only to RAT urine across each of the three trials. As can be seen in
figure 8, only TSIL-RAT males vocalized to RAT on the first trial, prior to exposure to
either FRESH or METABOLIC. Subjects tested with RAT on trial 2 or 3 had
previous exposure to either FRESH or METABOLIC on trial 1 or 2 respectively.
Vocalizations by all groups to RAT on trial 2 and 3 combined were greater than
vocalizations made during trial 1, F(1,63) = 26.457, P < .0001. Vocalizations on trials
2 and 3 did not differ, F(1,63) = 1.842, P = n.s. This carry-over effect seemed to occur
in all four groups, including the group that had no sexual experience (TSIL-NAIVE),
attesting to the strong signal value of female mouse urine. Though most vocalizations
to RAT occurred only after exposure to FRESH on a cotton swab, three subjects in
the BSIL-RAT and TSIL-WATER groups vocalized to RAT on trial 2 after exposure
only to METABOLIC.
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Figure 8. Amount of vocalizations (mean ± SEM) emitted by each group to
metabolic-cage-collected female rat urine (RAT) across the three test trials. Each
trial represents a different subset of the overall group since RAT urine was one of
three stimuli presented in a counterbalanced fashion over the three trials.
The conditioning effects whereby exposure to FRESH can cause a cottons
swab to take on ultrasound-eliciting properties raised concerns about possible similar
effects upon the swabs containing METABOLIC. However, vocalizations across the
three trials to METABOLIC did not differ within any of the groups, which reduces the
concern. Thus it can still be concluded that the signal value of METABOLIC is
acquired independent of circulating testosterone.
These results leave us with the very interesting, but somewhat paradoxical,
conclusions that while circulating testosterone is necessary for males to learn the
signal value of a novel odor associated with females (RAT), testosterone is not
essential for learning the full signal value of natural female urinary odors (FRESH and
METABOLIC).
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Experiment 5
Urine stimuli used for all previous vocalization tests had been presented on
cotton swabs. Previous work has shown that several exposures to FRESH on a
cotton swab causes the cotton swab itself to elicit vocalizations (Sipos, 1992). The
results of experiment 4 suggest that one such exposure is sufficient for conditioning to
occur.
This experiment directly examines whether one exposure to FRESH on a
cotton swab will have the effect of augmenting subsequent vocalizations to RAT on a
cotton swab because of the association between FRESH and the cotton swab.
Method
Animals
Subjects were 20 adult CK males individually housed at 109 ± 6 days of age.
Socialization animals and stimulus donors were as described in the general methods.
Apparatus
Apparati were as described in the general method except that Silastic hormone
implants were not used.
Procedure
Beginning 9 days after being individually housed, all subjects were given the 8-
day social experience regimen described in the general methods. No odors were
painted onto these females. During this time, subjects were randomly assigned to
two groups, defined by the manner of presentation of FRESH on the first vocalization
test trial. Three days after the last socialization day, testing began.
All subjects were first tested with FRESH urine. The independent variable
was the method of presentation of FRESH. One group (the SWAB group) received
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FRESH on a cotton swab as in all the previous experiments, whereas the other group
, (the SYRINGE group) encountered FRESH on their own cage bedding administered
directly from the Icc urine collection syringes, thus removing the presence of a cotton
swab.
Forty-eight hrs. after the FRESH test, all subjects \yere tested for
vocalizations to RAT urine presented on a cotton swab. If FRESH presented on a
swab causes the cotton swab to gain signal value, only the SWAB males should later
vocalize to RAT.
Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed with separate one-way ANOVA's for each stimulus.
Separate ANOVA's were used since stimuli were not counterbalanced. Conclusions
based on differences in vocalization levels to the two different stimuli would be
confounded by the fact that the stimuli were encountered on different days.
Results and Discussion
Results are shown in Fig. 9. Both groups vocalized at high levels to FRESH,
regardless of presentation method, and did not differ from one another, F(1,18) =
1.315, P =n.s. However, the SWAB group vocalized at significantly higher levels to
RAT than did the SYRINGE group, F(1,18) =11.789, P < .005. Thus the presence of
a cotton swab during exposure to FRESH subsequently resulted in augmented
vocalizations to the novel odor when presented on a cotton swab.
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Figure 9. Amount of vocalizations (mean ± SEM) emitted by each group to
freshly-collected urine (FRESH) and then metabolic-cage-collected female rat
urine (RAT). FRESH urine was presented on cotton swabs to the SWAB group
and was sprayed directly onto the bedding of the SYRINGE group. RAT urine
was presented on cotton swabs to both groups.
The results of this experiment strongly suggest that in experiment 4, exposure
to FRESH urine elevated subsequent vocalization levels to RAT. Because of these
conditioning effects in experiment 4, only males tested with RAT on the first test trial
gave an accurate indication of RAT's signal value. This justifies the selective
examination of the data in experiment 4.
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Chapter 3: General Discussion
Ultrasonic vocalizations by male mice to female urine change with sexual
experience. The performance of this behavior has been convincingly shown to require
circulating testosterone. However, the involvement of testosterone during the
a-cquisition of urinary signal value was previously unknown.
Experiments 1 and 2 were unable to determine whether testosterone is
important to the sexually experienced male when learning new novel odors. All males
vocalized to female mouse urine at fairly high levels prior to castration, but vocalized
at low levels ,to urine following hormone replacement. The additional social experience
they had received after castration was shown to lead to this decline (Experiment 3).
The mechanism underlying this decline is unclear. At first glance, the decline
resembles some kind of habituation. With more exposure to females, there is a
decline in vocalizations to urine. A problematic aspect of this interpretation is that the
extended exposure is with female mice which are thought to function as an
unconditioned stimulus for ultrasonic vocalizations. Extended exposure to females
should strengthen, rather than weaken the association between urinary odors and
females. Males may habituate to female odors as other female stimuli gain greater
signal value. However, mice use chemicals and olfaction as a primary means of
intra-specific communication. Simple habituation to such important chemicals, though
possible, is unlikely since the chemicals are constantly paired with a female. Even
when freshly-collected female mouse urine is repeatedly presented to males given a
normal 8-day socialization regime (Sipos, Kerchner, & Nyby, 1992), there does not
appear to be any decline in responding that would indicate habituation. If males do not
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habituate to the pheromones found in fresh urine when repeatedly presented separate
from a female, it would seem even more unlikely that they would habituate to the
pheromones when they have been encountered on a female. Also, subjects were not
tested with urine for several days (see below) after their last exposure to a female.
Habituation effects are usually strongest immediately after a stimulus has been
repeatedly presented, while responses usually recover after a period of non-exposure.
Therefore it seems unlikely that the decline in responsiveness to female urine seen in
experiments 1, 2, and 3 was due to the subjects habituating to urinary odors because
of the extended experience with females.
It is possible that subjects had habituated to the urine because of prior
exposure to urine. However, subjects had only encountered urine by itself on one
occasion prior to the main vocalization tests. In between the two exposures to female
urine were eight more encounters with females, further pairing females and their odors.
Thus simple habituation does not appear to account for the decreased vocalizations in
experiments 1, 2, and 3.
Another possible explanation for the response decline is that the extended
exposure to females may have caused a general reduction in sexual motivation.
However, this explanation seems unlikely for two reasons. First, the critical
vocalization tests were run 11 days (Experiment 1) and 9 days (Experiment 2) after
the last exposure to a female. This should be sufficient time for full recovery of sexual
motivation. Second, females themselves (Experiment 2) were very effective
vocalization-elicitors. Thus, general sexual motivation appeared to be present in
these males.
Perhaps males learned other relationships concerning urine during the many
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exposures to females rather than simply learning that urine is associated with females.
A male with limited sexual experience may not have learned that female urine does
not necessarily signal the immediate presence of a female. Such a male may not
vocalize readily to urine because of its previous close association with females. A
male with more extensive sexual experience, on the other hand, may further learn the
difference between the presence of urine and the presence of an actual female. When
encountering urine during a vocalization test, a more experienced male may quickly
detect the lack of a female and thus not vocalize as much. The urine may still be
arousing, but because there is no female present, the male is less likely to vocalize at
high levels.
It is difficult to fully evaluate these possibilities with the limited data available.
Something about the meaning of the urinary stimulus seems to be changing with
additional sexual experience. But what exactly that is, or why it occurs, is difficult to
determine. This difficulty makes understanding the acquisition of artificial odors by
sexually experienced males even more complex.
Subjects in Experiment 4 were castrated prior to having any sexual experience.
After sexual experience and subsequent hormone replacement, both FRESH and
METABOLIC had acquired signal ~alue to the castrated males. In contrast, the
female-associated novel odor (RAT) had gained signal value only to the males which
had hormones during sexual experience. Thus the natural odor learning process in
adulthood occurs independent of testosterone, while the associative learning of novel
odors requires the presence of testosterone.
The differential dependence on testosterone may reflect two different learning
processes. Animals are often born "prepared" to learn certain things (Seligman,
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1970), meaning that the learning is in some way predisposed to occur. For example,
the learning of birdsong described earlier is often cited as an example of prepared
learning (Warren, 1973). Human language acquisition is another example. Practically
every healthy human exposed to language at a young age will easily learn to speak
and understand that language. Despite many attempts, other species do not seem
able to master human language. Of course, humans are not very good at singing or
understanding bird songs because they are not biologically prepared to do so.
Mice are possibly lIpreparedll to learn the signal value of female urine. Recall
that sexually naive mice will vocalize somewhat to fresh urine, and mice given
experience with surrogate females later vocalize at higher levels to aged urine, even
though they do not vocalize to the urine of surrogate females with whom experience
was gained. Mice seem very ready to 1Ilearnll about female urine. These observations
combined with the discovery that testosterone is not necessary for learning to occur,
suggests that adult mice are somewhat prepared to learn the signal value of female
urine.
Artificial odors, on the other hand, appear to be learned in a much different way.
The odors must be paired with a female, and testosterone is required for the odor to
gain signal value. The learning of novel odors, then, more closely resembles strict
associative learning, and not lIpreparedll learning. Associative learning abilities allow
animals to adapt to and learn about their specific environment. Prepared learning, on
the other hand, allows animals to learn biologically important behaviors (stimulus
value and motor responses) more quickly and more easily. Both types of learning can
be advantageous to an animal depending on the circumstances.
The adult preparedness to learn female urine signal value may arise through
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one of two possible processes. First, genetic factors could be responsible. Many of
the chemicals that give rise to female mouse odors probably do not change rapidly
over evolutionary time. Thus a preparedness to learn the signal value of specific odors
could certainly be selected for.
On the other hand, the preparedness seen in adult males mice may arise
through early odor experience. Since mouse urine signal value learning in adulthood
does not depend on testosterone, it is possible that males could be learning some
signal value while very young. Novel odor signal value, on the other hand, seems to
require testosterone to be learned, thus only post-pubertal males would have the
capability to learn the signal value of novel odors.
Early experience may even account for the testosterone dependence in rat
urine signal value learning, as well as accounting for the testosterone independence of
mouse urine signal value learning. Early experience with novel odors was not thought
to be a factor in establishment of adult.novel odor signal value (Kerchner, et aI., 1986;
and Nyby~ et aI., 1978). However, early exposure to odors may "prime" or prepare the
brain to later learn associations more easily involving the previously-experienced odor.
A "primed" male may later learn the signal value of the "priming" odor without
circulating testosterone, while an "unprimed" male may require circulating
testosterone to learn the signal value of the odor. Thus in experiment 4, BSIL-RAT
males may have been able to learn the signal value of FRESH and METABOLIC
because of prior experience with these odors, while RAT signal value learning
required circulating testosterone because RAT was a novel odor. This hypothesis will
soon be tested.
Experiments 4 and 5 attest to the powerful effects that female mouse urine can
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have on a male mouse. One exposure to FRESH on a cotton swab was sufficient for
males who would not normally vocalize to RAT, to vocalize when RAT was presented
on a cotton swab. These carry-over effects from exposure to FRESH could be seen by
looking at individual response patterns over the three test trials in Experiment 4.
Males receiving FRESH urine on the first trial tended to vocalize to RAT urine on the
second trial. Three males receiving METABOLIC urine on the first trial vocalized to
RAT urine on the second trial, but prior exposure to FRESH seemed to result in more
reliable carry-over effects than prior exposure to METABOLIC. However, these
conclusions are very tentative, since only a few males were tested in these particular
orders. In any case, one exposure to mouse urine was sufficient to result in another
instance of learning, and suggests that mouse urine is a very powerful stimulus to a
male. This conclusion is consistent with the idea that natural odors may be learned
more easily than novel odors.
In general, three important findings have emerged this thesis. First, male
vocalization levels to mouse urine decline after extensive social experience even
though sexual motivation seems to remain intact (Experiments 1, 2, and 3). Second,
female mouse urine acquires signal value by adult males independent of their
testicular hormones (Experiment 4). Third, novel odors encountered in adulthood gain
signal value through a different, hormone-dependent, learning process (Experiment 4).
In addition, a single exposure to female urine is enough for a male to form new
associations with stimuli associated with the urine (Experiments 4 and 5).
It is appropriate to end with a brief discussion on the general importance of
learning. Although the rigidity of behavioral expression suggested little role for
learning to some of the early ethologists (Lorenz, 1972) this conclusion may have
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been based upon the particular components of behavior that were examine. For
example, the motor response components of a behavior, what we can most easily
observe, are limited by the structure of the body and have been adjusted through
natural selection to fit the needs of individuals within a species. Response learning in
the natural world usually involves adjustments to already existing responses.
Animals can learn seemingly "new" responses, such as a rat pressing a bar, but even
these are built up from previously existing responses.
In contrast, stimulus learning can indeed be learning something "new". A
novel odor, for instance, is one that an individual has never encountered, or at least
not in a certain context. By being associated with a different stimulus, the novel
stimulus gains new meaning. Like response learning, stimulus value learning is often
limited by the unique characteristics of the particular species.
The rigidity of animal behavior may simply reflect a tendency to motorically
respond in ways that work best. What often changes, and is not as easy to "see", are
the stimuli that elicit the behavior. For example, many birds eat insects. The feeding
motor responses probably do not change all that much from feeding to feeding. On the
other hand, if a bird eats an insect that makes it sick, it learns to avoid the insect's
coloration pattern in the future (Gould, 1982; Denny, 1980). At the next feeding, the
bird will still motorically feed in the same way, but it will avoid insects resembling the
one that made it sick. Thus its observed feeding motor responses have not changed,
but the stimuli that it eat have changed, resulting in a small but significant change in
overall feeding behavior.
Learning, whether immediately recognizable or not, is probably important to
every animal species on the planet. Like other phenotypic traits, the capacity for
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learning is undoubtedly affected by natural selection. The ability to learn certainly
helps animals cope with the particular environmental conditions in which they live. On
the other hand, it is also sometimes advantageous -to respond automatically in some
situations. Biologically important behaviors should exhibit some capacity to change,
and yet also have a certain amount of programedness. The work described here
examined only a single instance of learning in one species, but nonetheless illustrates
how biological and experiential factors can interact to regulate important animal
behaviors.
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Schneider (Experimental Neuroscience Lab), Jan. 1993-May 1993; Dr. George
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Shortess (Cognitive Neuroscience Lab), Jan. 1994-May 1994. Lehigh
University.
Graduate Director of Central Animal Facility, Lehigh University, Sept. 1992-Dec.
1992, May 1993-Aug. 1993, Jan. 1994-present
Graduate School Fellowship, Lehigh University, Sept. 1993-May 1994.
Instructor, Undergraduate Honorsllndependent Study, Lehigh University, May 1993-
Aug. 1993.
Instructor, Experimental Analysis and Design, Lehigh University, May 1994-July
1994.
Principal Fields of Interest
Behavioral Neuroscience
Behavioral Endocrinology
Behavioral Ecology
Animal Learning and Memory
Invited Colloquia
1992 Behavioral Neuroscience class, Allentown College, PA (Dr. Boyce JubiIan)
Papers and Posters Presented at Meetings
Nemura, T. A, Sipos, M. L., Wysocki, C. J., Wysocki, L., & Nyby, J. An ephemeral sex
pheromone in female mouse urine: Male detection by the primary and
accessory olfactory systems. Poster presented at the Conference on
Reproductive Behavior. Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan,
June 1993.
Sipos, M. L., Chu, R.B.C., Nemura, T. A, & Nyby, J. G. Intracranial estrogenic
stimulation of male-typical behaviors in male house mice (Mus domesticus).
Poster presented at the Conference on Reproductive Behavior. Dalhousie
University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, June 1992.
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